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Spectrum sensing is of the utmost importance to the workings of a cognitive radio network (CRN).�e spectrum has to be sensed
to decide whether the cognitive radio (CR) user can transmit or not. Transmitting on unoccupied spectrum becomes a hard task if
energy-constrained networks are considered. CRNs are ad hoc networks, and thus, they are energy-limited, but energy harvesting
can ensure that enough energy is available for transmission, thus enabling the CRN to have a theoretically in�nite lifetime. �e
residual energy, along with the sensing decision, determines the action in the current time slot.�e transmission decision has to be
grounded on the sensing outcome, and thus, a combined sensing–transmission framework for the CRN has to be considered. �e
sensing–transmission framework forms a Markov decision process (MDP), and solving the MDP problem exhaustively through
conventional methods cannot be a plausible solution for ad hoc networks such as a CRN. In this paper, to solve theMDP problem,
an actor–critic-algorithm-based solution for optimizing the action taken in a sensing–transmission framework is proposed. �e
proposed scheme solves an optimization problem on the basis of the actor–critic algorithm, and the action that brings the highest
reward is selected.�e optimal policy is determined by updating the optimization problem parameters.�e reward is calculated by
the critic component through interaction with the environment, and the value function for each state is updated, which then
updates the policy function. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme closely follows the exhaustive search scheme and
outperforms a myopic scheme in terms of average throughput achieved.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are pervasive. �ey are employed
in a variety of applications and services ranging from smart
grids, Internet of things, to cognitive radios. Wireless sensor
networks have sensing at its core. Sensing is required not
only to gather information about events, i.e., to record events
and behavior of processes, but also to decide the occurrence
of a phenomena. When sensor networks are employed to
decide the occurrence of an event or a phenomenon, it can
be generalized as the basis of diverse set of communication
networks. In this way, sensor networks form the basis for
cognitive radios when cognitive radios are deployed overlay,

i.e., the cognitive radios have to use the licensed spectrum
when not in use by the licensed user. Wireless sensor net-
works form the sensing base for cognitive radios in deciding
whether the spectrum is free or not. So, spectrum sensing is
an important task in cognitive radio networks (CRNs). �e
spectrum has to be sensed and the whole spectrum appro-
priated for the cognitive radio (CR) user if the full promise of
the CRN is to be exploited. On the basis of spectrum sensing,
the CR user can transmit, provided it vacates as soon as the
primary user (PU) appears. �is is more complicated if
energy-constrained networks are considered. CRNs are ad
hoc networks, and the energy for transmission may not
always be available. Given the limited energy budget, the CR
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user has to take into consideration the long-term operation of
the network. So, one of the multiple levels of transmission
power can be selected, or given that transmission power is
unavailable, no transmission will happen.

In an uncertain but stochastically known environment,
behavior can be learned and the policy of the CR user can be
adjusted. .e CR user can be seen as an agent in terms of
reinforcement learning, and through the acknowledgment
(ACK) signal, the environment can be known. In each time
frame, the optimal decision has to be taken on the basis of
the sensing decision and other system parameters, such as
historical information about the belief of the presence or
absence of the PU. .e optimal decision can be learned, but
it will take a lot of iterations by the system to reach it. .is is
the biggest drawback of simple reinforcement learning (RL)
[1]. Instead, deep RL algorithms can be considered to make
the optimal decision in the current time slot and to design an
optimal policy for the agent.

RL and deep RL solutions and algorithms are most ef-
fective in situations where there are patterns and models, so
they can be learned. .e abstractions of the environment are
translated into parameters on the basis of which decision can
be taken. In the area of communications, the methods of
deep RL can be effective in solving many challenges, par-
ticularly in emerging fields varying from the CRN to the
Internet of things (IoT) to heterogeneous networks. As
communications networks become more and more auton-
omous and decentralized, the need for optimal operation on
the basis of both the environment and gained knowledge
becomes paramount. .e problems of the CRN, such as
spectrum access and transmission power level in energy-
constrained situations to optimize different network pa-
rameters, can be devised as a decision problem. In the
stochastic nature of wireless communications, the decision-
making problem can be modeled as a Markov decision
process (MDP). An MDP can be solved through deep RL
techniques. .e sensing–transmission problem is an MDP
problem, and it is solved in this paper.

After the sensing decision is made, CR users either
transmit or stay silent. .e decision to transmit is based on
the current state and the transition probability to the next
state, as well as the remaining energy, if energy constraints of
the network are considered. .e states for transition are
limited by the current state. .e set of actions is also de-
termined by the current state, which may be a combination
of spectrum-sensing decision, the belief function, and the
remaining energy. In Markov decision systems, the state
transition should strictly follow the Markov chain. So, all the
possible states and possible actions for those states will have
to be computed. In this case, the computation becomes
complex and expensive.

.is paper presents a model-free reinforcement learning
algorithm called an actor–critic algorithm [2, 3]. .e ad-
vantage of the actor–critic algorithm is that it is not as
computationally complex as partially observable MDP
(POMDP) approaches and it does not need all of the state
transition information to make a decision. In the training
phase, the critic updates the approximation of state in-
formation on the basis of simulation parameters and feeds

this information to the actor to update the policy param-
eters. .e actor–critic algorithm may converge to a local
optimal policy, but it generates the policy directly from
training, so much less computational complexity and for-
mulation are required. .e actor–critic algorithm obtains a
solution to the nonconvex optimization problem as pre-
sented in this paper without complete and accurate in-
formation about the wireless network environment.

Deep learning is composed of a set of algorithms and
techniques that attempt to find important features of data
and that try to model high-level abstractions. .e main goal
of deep learning is to avoid manual descriptions of a data
structure (like handwritten features) by automatically
learning from the data. Typically, deep learning structures
are any neural network which has two ormore hidden layers.
.e algorithms can be divided into policy optimization and
dynamic programming. In policy optimization, the policy is
parameterized, and the expected reward is maximized.
Methods in this category include policy gradients and de-
rivative-free optimization and evolutionary algorithms,
whereas dynamic programming methods can exactly solve
some simple control problems (i.e., MDPs) through iteration
and subdivision. Dynamic programming includes policy
iteration and value iteration, and (for more useful and re-
alistic problems) approximate versions of these algorithms
are considered (e.g., Q-learning). .e actor–critic methods
are policy-gradient methods that use value functions.

.e notion of learning from the environment is em-
bedded in the concept of cognitive radio. CR users are
meant to monitor the environment and adapt their op-
erating characteristics (operating frequency, transmitting
power, etc.,) to the changing conditions. To enable CR users
to learn from the environment, several authors have
considered machine learning algorithms for spectrum
sensing [4–12]. In [4], a dynamic game is formulated where
the secondary users incur sensing charges as a result of PU
activity and then after a successful completion of a bidding
also pay for transmission opportunities. To solve the
problem of bidding, a Bayesian nonparametric belief up-
date is used and learning algorithms are employed, so the
users can decide whether to participate in the bidding
process or not. In [5], to maximize the available spectrum
for secondary users’ transmission, a select number of CR
users sense multiple bands simultaneously through RL.
Q-learning is also employed for diverse purposes. In [7], it
is employed to mitigate interference in CRNs while in [8], it
is employed for detection of primary signal for spectrum
sensing. In [9], two kinds of approaches in a no-regret-
based machine learning framework with the presence of
malicious activity were proposed with two different algo-
rithms, one had perfect observation of the environment
and the other had a partial observation, while in [10],
pattern classification techniques as SVM and KNN were
investigated for spectrum sensing. In [11, 12], a TV white
space database was constructed through machine learning
and data fusion was carried for global spectrum sensing
decision, respectively. In [11], k-nearest neighbors (KNN)
were simply used for data recovery in a white space da-
tabase as a mechanism for majority voting.
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Recently, there has beenmuch interest in the efficient use
of energy resources for the sake of energy-aware network
architectures and to reduce energy costs [13, 14]. To that end,
energy resources have to be used according to system
performance requirements. Energy harvesting from re-
newable energy sources (thermal, vibration, solar, acoustic,
and ambient radio power) is designed to meet energy re-
quirements, as well as contribute towards reducing harmful
emissions [13]. Energy harvesting allows for theoretically
perpetual lifetime operation of an ad hoc network without
any need for an external power source or battery re-
placement. .is is an attractive model for many kinds of
future wireless and cellular networks and is most important
for CRNs. Pei et al. [15] studied an energy-efficient design of
a spectrum-sensing scheme in cognitive radio networks.
Chen et al. [16] maximized throughput given an energy
budget, whereas Hoang et al. [17] designed a utility-based
objective function for penalizing energy consumption.
Studies have been conducted on exploiting energy har-
vesting in ad hoc networks [18]. For multiple relay channels,
energy harvesting-based schemes were proposed [19, 20].
Wang et al. [21] studied energy harvesting in heterogeneous
networks, and both they and Anisi et al. [22] studied the
effect of energy harvesting in sensing and body-area
networks.

Deep learning is a vast area and is now excessively used
in all aspects of communications, particularly in intelligent
communications such as cognitive radios, so giving an ex-
haustive list of literature references is out of the scope of this
work, but here, the application of deep learning to spectrum
sensing and spectrum access in CRN will be discussed
briefly. In [23] a deep Q-learning (DQL) algorithm is used to
select the channels for sensing and ultimately access to
achieve maximum rate. .e action is selected on the basis of
the channel SINR exceeding a particular QoS requirement.
In [24], a DQL is proposed in a heterogeneous network
which consists of multiple users and base stations. .e base
stations for the users to be associated with are selected
through DQL. .e simulation results in [24] also confirmed
that DQL has better performance than a simple Q-learning
scheme. In [25], a deep learning scheme was proposed for a
joint user association, spectrum access, and content caching
problem in an LTE network. .e users are controlled by
cloud-based servers, and they are able to access both licensed
and unlicensed spectrum. Different actions are selected on
the basis of the DQL algorithm such as optimal user as-
sociation, the bandwidth allocated to users, the time slot
allowed to the users, and deciding the content popularity for
caching. In [26], a dynamic channel access scheme for a
sensor-based IoT is proposed which employs deep learning,
while in [27], experience replay is used to find the optimal
policy. In [28], a joint channel selection and packet for-
warding scheme is proposed in a multisensor scenario, while
to counter the energy limitation problem in [29], channel
access in an energy harvesting-based IoT system is
investigated.

In this paper, an energy-constrained CRN is consid-
ered. When transmission is considered jointly with the
results from sensing, then in an energy-constrained CRN,

that becomes a hard problem to solve. In the literature,
machine learning was applied extensively (as shown above)
to the process of spectrum sensing, but not to taking a
combined sensing–transmission decision. .e problem of
transmission is considered an MDP, and the conventional
methods are used for solving the problem [30–32]. .e
wireless environment is a partially observable MDP, and
thus, on the basis of some observations, the next state is
transitioned to. .e problem of the POMDP is solved by
visiting all the next possible states from taking all possible
actions in the current state and selecting an action that
optimizes certain network parameters. When sensing de-
cisions along with the remaining energy in energy-con-
strained CRNs are considered to be the state, the state space
becomes too large to compute and solve. Another problem
with such POMDP solutions is that the environment is not
aptly learned. As an alternative to the conventional
POMDP, the actor–critic algorithm is emerging as a
promising alternative. In an actor–critic algorithm, the
agent has two parts..e actor takes an action according to a
policy, whereas the critic adjusts the policy through pa-
rameters like temporal difference. .e policy in the actor is
optimized on the basis of optimal value function. .e value
function can have two definitions: (1) the total accumulated
reward while starting in the current state and (2) going to
the next states according to the given policy. In the state-
action value function, the expected accumulated rewards
are calculated while taking an action in the current state,
and then, in the next state taking other actions according to
the given policy. .e value function adjusts the policy
function in the actor on the basis of observations from the
environment. Convergence in the actor–critic algorithm is
possible. It is achieved with less complexity and fewer it-
erations and computations in the state space. Also, in the
actor–critic algorithm, the policy is directly learned from
the operational environment.

In this paper, an actor–critic-algorithm-based sensing
and transmission framework is proposed. CR users take a
local sensing decision and then send it to the fusion center
(FC) to take a global decision, and these two form part of
the local state. .e belief function and the remaining
energy form the rest of the state..e action space is formed
of either the silent mode or transmission with a level of
energy that is able to fulfil the long-term energy re-
quirements of the system. CR users are able to harvest
energy, and the transmission energy in the current slot also
has to take into consideration the long-term energy re-
quirements. On the basis of the transmission and ACK
signal, a reward is assigned to each action. .e critic
evaluates the reward brought by the action and updates the
policy function. At the end of the training phase, the
optimal value function and the optimal policy function are
obtained.

.e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the system model. In Section 3, the system energy
constraints, the energy harvesting process, and the Markov
decision process are explained. In Section 4, the actor–critic
algorithm is presented, while Section 5 presents simulation
results and Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. System Model and Methods

We consider that a single PU is active and a CRN that
consists of N CR users, as shown in Figure 1, monitors the
activity of the PU. Considering multiple PUs complicates the
sensing process as well as involves other processes such as
scheduling and spectrum-hando�. �ese particular prob-
lems are beyond the scope of this paper. �e CR users
perform spectrum sensing and report their results to the FC.
We assume a slotted time-frame structure where each slot is
divided into two slots: a sensing slot for spectrum sensing
and a transmission slot, which is used for data transmission.
�e slotted frame structure is considered in [33–41]. In this
method of spectrum sensing, the time frame is divided into
two parts.�e �rst part of the time frame is known as sensing
slot while the other is transmission slot. Spectrum is sensed
in the �rst while the CR users either transmit or stay silent in
the transmission slot on the basis of global decision. �e
durations of both slots among CR users are synchronized
through a common control channel and by the FC.

Each CR user employs the energy detection scheme for
spectrum sensing. CR users receive energy and on the basis
of received energy take a decision. Energy detection is the
simplest technique, given the limited resources (e.g., energy
and computational power) of most CR users. Common
spectrum sensing problems such as multipath fading and

shadowing can be overcome by exploiting spatial diversity
using cooperative spectrum sensing, thereby ensuring that
PU constraints are met [33]. CR users can either report the
actual value of energy received or take a decision locally or
report it to the FC. �e �rst one is called soft decision
combination and results in optimal detection performance
but theoretically requires in�nite bandwidth [34], while the
latter is hard decision combination which saves bandwidth
but produces inferior results as compared to soft reporting.
To balance performance and bandwidth e¢ciency, a com-
bination of both soft and hard decisions can be used where
the energy range can be quantized, as in references [34, 37].
In [34], the authors used a so-called softened hard combi-
nation scheme, in which the observed energy is quantized
into four regions using two bits, where each region is
represented by a label. �is achieves an acceptable trade-o�
between the improved performance resulting from soft
reporting and information loss during quantization process
[41]. In this paper, quantization is considered where the
received energy is quantized into four quantization zones.

�e signal received by the i-th CR user, during the
sensing slot, when the PU is absent, i.e.,H0, and when the PU
is present, i.e., H1, is given as

yi �
w(n), H0,

s(n) + w(n), H1,
{ (1)

where w(n) is additive white Gaussian noise and s(n) is the
energy received from the PU’s signal. �e received energy is
quantized as

li �

H0

Z1, Yi ≤ λZ1
,

Z2, Yi ≤ λZ2
,




H1

Z3, Yi ≤ λZ3
,

Z4, Yi > λZ3
,







(2)

where λZ1
, λZ2

, and λZ3
are the quantization thresholds and

Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4{ } represent di�erent quantization zones in
which the received energies are quantized. A global decision
is taken on the basis of majority rule, i.e., the majority of the
reported symbols become the global decision, denoted by
Dt, where t represents the time index. �e combination of
local and global decisions determines the state of the CR in
the current slot.

3. System Constraints and Definitions

In the section below, the system constraints and processes
are explained in detail.

3.1. Energy Harvesting Process. �e CR users are able to
harvest energy. If the energy arrival process, eth ⊂ R

+, is
assumed to be independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) sequences of variables, then E eth{ } � eh [13]. It is also
assumed that the energy harvested in time slot t is imme-
diately available in slot t+ 1.

�e total energy spent in the current slot, t, if the CR user
transmits, is given as

Fusion center

CR user

Primary user receiver

Primary user transmitter

Figure 1: Basic system model.
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ec(t) � es + αter, (3)

where es is the sensing energy, er is the transmission energy,
and αt is given as

αt �
1, if the CR user transmits,

0, otherwise.
{ (4)

�e residual energy for the next time slot, if the CR user
transmits in the current time slot, is

erem(t + 1) � min ecap, erem(t) − ec(t) + eh{ }, (5)

where ecap is the maximum battery capacity and erem(t) is the
residual energy at time t.

To ensure long-term operation of the network, the en-
ergy remaining in the current time slot has to satisfy the
energy requirements for some future time slots. Because the
transmission energy is dependent upon the sensing decision,
its future value cannot be estimated.�ere is assumed to be a
number of future time slots for which energy is required. To
maintain energy conservation and long-term operation of
the network, it is necessary to save energy in the current time
slot.�e sensing energy for future time slots remains �xed as
sensing happens in each time slot in the sensing slot. �e
consumption by transmission energy is dependent on the
sensing decision, so it cannot be determined in advance.
�us, on the basis of sensing energy, a constraint for energy
preservation to ensure long-term operation of the network
can be formulated. Let us suppose that we want the CRN to
be functional for next N future slots; then, the constraint for
long-term energy availability can be formulated as

erem ≥N es − eh( ). (6)

3.2. �e Markov Process. Let the PU activity follow a two-
state Markov process, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 il-
lustrates the Markov process where the CR user either
transitions to another state or remains in the same state. On
the edges, the transition probabilities are given. For the sake
of simplicity, H is not written as the subscript of P.

�e sensing and transmission framework is formulated
as a Markov decision process. �e Markov decision process
tuple is 〈S,A,P,R〉, where S represents the state, A is the
action taken, P is the transition probability, and R is the
reward received on taking an action given a state.

�e state is composed of the local and global sensing
decisions, the remaining energy, and the transition proba-
bility, denoted by μ(t). For simplicity, let us denote the
combination of local and sensing decisions as Qld. �e state
at time t is given as

s(t) � Qld, erem(t), μ(t){ }. (7)

�e transition probabilities are dependent upon the
current local and global sensing decisions. �ey will be
presented in detail later.

�e CR user, after sensing, can either be silent or
transmit at di�erent levels of transmission energy to meet
long-term energy requirements. Two transmission energy

levels are considered. �ere can be many levels, but the
formulation and the solution will become untenable. �e
action space is de�ned as

A � SIL, e1r(t), e
2
r(t){ }, (8)

where e1r(t) represents transmitting with transmission en-
ergy e1 and e2r(t) denotes transmitting with energy level e2,
while SIL indicates no transmission.

�e reward is based on the ACK signal. �e rewards are
assigned as follows, where T ·{ } represents the throughput
achieved with the given state and transmission energy:

R
s(t), e1r(t)
ACK

( ) � T e1r(t){ },

R
s(t), e2r(t)
ACK

( ) � T e2r(t){ },

R
s(t), eir(t)
ACK

( ) � 0, and i � 1, 2,

(9)

where T � log2(1 + erℓi) and ℓi is the SNR received by i-th
CR user.

4. Actor–Critic Algorithm

�e CR user can take an action, given a particular state, and
transition to another state in the current time slot, de-
termined as follows:

P
s′

s(t), a(t)( ) �
1, if s′ � s(t + 1),

0, otherwise.


 (10)

�e reward associated with each state is given in (9).
�e total discounted reward in the t-th time slot is given

by a value function when the current state is s(t), computed
as follows [3]:

V(s(t)) �∑
∞

k�t
ckR(s(t), a(t)). (11)

�e policy function is given as follows [3]:

H0 H1

P00

P01

P11

P10

Figure 2: �e Markov process.
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π
a(t)

s(t)
  � P

a(t) ∈ A

s(t)
  �

eϕ(a(t),s(t))

a∈Aeϕ(a(t),s(t))
, (12)

where eϕ(a(t),s(t)) is the tendency to select action a(t) in state
s(t).

After the action is taken, the reward will be calculated.
After calculating the reward, the temporal difference is
determined as follows:

δ(t) � [R(s(t), a(t)) + cV(s(t + 1)) − V(s(t))], (13)

where c determines the effect of the state transition from the
current state to the next state.

On the basis of the temporal difference, the value
function is updated by the critic as

V(s(t)) � V(s(t) + β · δ(t)), (14)

where β is the positive parameter of the critic. .e tendency
to select an action, given a state, is updated as

φ(s(t), a(t)) � φ(s(t), a(t)) + χ · δ(t), (15)

where χ is a positive step-size parameter, which determines
the number of states to be visited.

.e decision in the current time slot is based on the sum
of the reward in the current time slot and the expected future
reward in the next time slot. If the global decision is Z1,
calculating the reward from the current and future time slots
on the basis of the status of the ACK signal is

B
i
Z1

� PACK × R Ql1, erem(t), μ(t), e
i
r(t)   + PACK × 

t� t+1
erem(t+1)

 

P[∗]V(s(t)) + PACK × 

t� t+1
erem(t+1)

 

P[∗]V(s(t)).

(16)

For Z2, it is

B
i
Z2

� PACK × R Ql2, erem(t), μ(t), e
i
r(t)   + PACK × 

t� t+1
erem(t+1)

 

P[∗]V(s(t)) + PACK × 

t� t+1
erem(t+1)

 

P[∗]V(s(t)),

(17)

where P[∗] gives the probability that (6) will be satisfied and
i ∈ (1, 2). .e decision function for the current time slot can
then be formulated as

B0 erem(t + 1), μ(t), Qld(  � Arg max
A

B
i
Z1

, B
i
Z2

 , (18)

where l, d ∈ (Z1, Z2), and A is given by (8).
.e training process is meant to find the set comprising

the policy and the optimal value function corresponding to
each state. .e CR users take a local decision and send the
quantized energy zone to the FC. .e FC takes a global
decision and sends it to the CR users. Based on the local
decision and the global decision, the CR users can stay silent
or transmit at one of two levels of transmission energy. At
the beginning of each time slot, a CR user takes action
a(t) ∈ A according to policy π(a(t)/s(t)) in a given state.
.ere will be a transition to another state or the current state
will be retained, and the next state will be s(t + 1) based on
the residual energy and the feedback. .e rewards will be
calculated according to (9). .e temporal difference is cal-
culated according to (12) after calculating the reward on the
basis of temporal differences, updating the value function in
(13). .e tendency to select action a(t) in state s(t) is
updated in (13). After the convergence is achieved, there will
be an optimal value function, V(s), and an optimal set of

policies, π. .e following are the possible cases for CR users,
on the basis of which the value function is updated and the
policy function found. .ese cases are determined by the
system model and the level of transmission energy. .ey are
run till the optimal value function and optimal policy
function are obtained.

Case 1. If Dt � Z1 orZ2 && l1 � Z1, then stay silent. .e
belief that the PU is absent in the current time slot is updated
using Bayes’ rule [2] as

μ∗(t) �
μ(t)P

Z1
f

μ(t)P
Z1
f +(1 − μ(t))P

Z1
d

, (19)

where P
Zi

f is the local probability of false alarm for zone Zi

and P
Zi

d is the local probability of detection for zone Zi,
with i ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4). .e belief for the next time slot is given
as

μ(t + 1) � μ∗(t)P11 + 1 − μ∗(t)( P01. (20)

.e residual energy for the next time slot is updated as

erem(t + 1) � min ecap, erem(t) − es + eh . (21)
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Case 2. If Dt � Z1 orZ2 && l1 � Z2, then stay silent. .e
belief that the PU is absent in the current time slot is updated
using Bayes’ rule as

μ∗(t) �
μ(t)P

Z2
f

μ(t)P
Z2
f +(1 − μ(t))P

Z2
d

. (22)

.e belief for next time slot and the residual energy for
next time slot for cases 2 to 5 are given in (20) and (21),
respectively.

Case 3. If Dt � Z1 orZ2 && l1 � Z3, then stay silent. .e
belief that the PU is absent in the current time slot is updated
using Bayes’ rule as

μ∗(t) �
μ(t)P

Z3
f

μ(t)P
Z3
f +(1 − μ(t))P

Z3
d

. (23)

Case 4. If Dt � Z1 orZ2 && l1 � Z4, then stay silent. .e
belief that the PU is absent in the current time slot is updated
using Bayes’ rule as

μ∗(t) �
μ(t)P

Z4
f

μ(t)P
Z4
f +(1 − μ(t))P

Z4
d

. (24)

Case 5. If Dt � Z1 orZ2 && l1 � Z1, then take a decision
according to (18)..e belief that the PU is truly absent in the
current time slot is given by Bayes’ rule (if transmission
happens and ACK is received) as follows:

μ∗(t) �
μ(t)P

Z1
f

μ(t)P
Z1
f +(1 − μ(t))P

Z1
d

. (25)

.e residual energy at the CR user for the next time slot
is given as

erem(t + 1) � min ecap, erem(t) − e
j
r − es + eh ,

where j ∈ (1, 2).
(26)

.e belief that the PU will be absent in the next time slot
is given as

μ(t + 1) � P01. (27)

Case 6. If Dt � Z2 orZ2 && l1 � Z1, then take a decision
according to (18)..e belief that the PU is truly absent in the
current time slot is given by Bayes’ rule (if transmission
happens and ACK is received) as follows:

μ∗(t) �
μ(t) 1 − P

Z2
f 

μ(t) 1 − P
Z2
f  +(1 − μ(t)) 1 − P

Z2
d 

. (28)

.e residual energy at the CR user for the next time slot
and the belief are given in (23) and (24), respectively. In the
absence of an ACK signal, in both Case 5 and Case 6, the belief
probability for the next time slot is updated according to (20).

Based on the ACK signal, the rewards are assigned if
Case 5 and Case 6 occur on the basis of (9).

In Figure 3, the basic flow chart of the proposed scheme
is presented. First, the local and global sensing decisions are
made. Combined with the remaining energy and the belief
function, a decision is taken according to the cases explained
above. .e decision is taken by the actor component of the
actor–critic algorithm. On the basis of the action taken, there
is interaction with the environment. On the basis of ob-
servations, the belief function (along with remaining energy)
is updated and the reward calculated. .e parameters of the
optimization problem given in (18) are updated, and the
value function is calculated by the critic. On the basis of the
updated value function, the temporal difference as given in
(13) is determined. Ultimately, the policy is updated im-
plicitly by updating the tendency to select an action, given a
state, according to (15).

5. Simulation Results

In this section, the performance of the proposed actor–
critic-algorithm-based sensing and transmission framework
is assessed through simulation. In the simulation, the pro-
posed scheme is compared with an exhaustive search scheme
where the reward brought by each action in each state is
calculated and the best selected, rather than finding the
transition probabilities for each state to another state. .is
scheme can be considered an upper bound for the proposed
scheme. A myopic scheme is also considered, where energy
is harvested, but the long-term energy constraint is not
considered, and the maximum available power is used for
transmission.

.e exhaustive search scheme has precedent in the lit-
erature, where in [42], an offline scheme was proposed as an
upper bound for a deep Q-network based scheme. .e
offline scheme assumed that the base station has perfect
knowledge of all the random process and thus it can take the
optimal decision. .e proposed scheme does not have
noncausal knowledge of the processes involved, i.e., the
future state of battery and the PU activity. .e number of
mathematical operations involved for the exhaustive search
scheme depends on the state space and action space but with
the added advantage of having knowledge of all the random
processes. .e maximum number of mathematical opera-
tions, i.e., computational complexity, for the exhaustive
search scheme is O(St × A), while the computational
complexity of the proposed scheme is given by
O(St × A × c × χ). As both c and χ are positive values below
1, the computational complexity of the proposed scheme is
less than the exhaustive search scheme.

When simulating the proposed scheme, the initial value
of residual energy is assumed to be 0.6(ec + e1r ); e1r is
150mW, and e2r is 110mW. .e circuit power consumption
was kept fixed at 210 [13–15]. .ese energy settings pa-
rameters are considered because of the energy harvesting
model. .e energy harvesting model considered in this
paper was investigated in detail by the authors in [13] and
the values for the parameters are based on simulation results
as obtained there. .e two different values of transmission
energies are considered to be realistic in comparison with
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sensing energy and overall circuit consumption. �e
transmit power was varied for the di�erent simulation re-
sults and is given for each. �e time slot duration was
200ms, and the sensing duration was eight of the total slot
durations. �e noise spectrum density was taken to be
4.4 × 10− 21 W/Hz [43]. �e number of CR users considered
was three. �e probability of detection is 0.9, and the false
alarm probability is 0.1, while the initial belief about the PU
is 0. �e state transition probabilities of the channel are 0.2.
�e value of c was kept at 0.4, while χ was 0.3. �ese values
were taken experimentally for achieving convergence, and
di�erent values will have di�erent convergence behavior.

Figure 4 presents the comparison of the proposed
scheme with the exhaustive search scheme. We can see from
the �gure that the proposed scheme closely follows the
exhaustive search scheme, which acts as the upper bound for
the proposed scheme. �e average SNR of all the CR users
was taken to be the value given on the x-axis, and it was
changed as shown in the �gure.�e number of iterations was
taken to be 5000. �e average rate was calculated for all the
slots according to (9). SNR is important both for sensing and
for success of transmission. When the SNR is low, the CR
users will not be able to sense properly, and even when the
CR users decide to transmit, the rate achieved will be less
because of the higher ratio of the noise signal. So, checking
the performance at di�erent levels of SNR is important. At a
very low SNR of − 9 dB, the proposed scheme starts to
converge, and the behavior is the same as the upper bound.
�e exhaustive search scheme, rather than taking an opti-
mized decision, searches the subspace of available actions,
and thus, the one selected is the global optimum. �e
proposed scheme, on the other hand, may at best converge to
a locally optimal policy, and thus, there is always a gap, even
after the training converges to an optimal value function
and policy. Because the subspace of all available actions is

checked thoroughly in the exhaustive search scheme and all
the rewards brought by all possible next states are calculated,
it is computationally expensive. �e proposed scheme, on
the other hand, has less computational complexity but gives
performance closely following the upper bound. On the
other hand, the proposed scheme outperforms the myopic
scheme, which transmits with all the transmission power
available. It may achieve high throughput in some slots, but
it eventually runs out of transmission energy.�e state space
is continuous as the energy harvested and the remaining
energy are continuous functions. �e size of the state
space cannot be predetermined; however, the positive step

Local sensing decision

Global sensing decision

Take decision according
to decision function B0

Environment
Action

Reward
Update B0 on the basis
of ACK and calculate

V(s(t))

TD error

Actor

Critic

Update erem and belief
function 

Figure 3: Flow chart of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 4: Average throughput of the system.
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parameters given in (14) and (15) determine the rate of
convergence at the expense of not visiting all the states. In
simulation for exhaustive search schemes, all states are
visited unless there is convergence, and the reward returned
does not change signi�cantly. So, the positive step param-
eters in (14) and (15) determine the complexity of the
proposed scheme while for exhaustive search scheme, all the
states will be visited unless there is a convergence to a stable
reward value.

Figure 5 presents the false decision rate, which is rep-
resented by Pfd. �e false decision rate measures the
probability that the PU is absent and the CR user does not
transmit or that the PU is absent and the CR user does
transmit. �e sensing part is the same for both schemes, but
in the exhaustive search scheme, all the states and actions are
visited, and the best is selected; in the proposed scheme, only
the optimization problem is solved, and that may not be
accurate. �ough both schemes follow the same quantiza-
tion-based sensing scheme, the error performance from the
exhaustive search scheme is better than with the proposed
scheme because the proposed scheme is based on estimating
the next state, whereas the exhaustive search scheme checks
the reward brought by all the next possible states and selects
the best one. In that scenario, the exhaustive search scheme
assumes correct information for all the possible states.

Figure 6 shows the convergence of the proposed scheme.
�e x-axis is the number of iterations. We can see that as the
number of iterations increases, system performance im-
proves. �e system performance is dependent upon the
information obtained from the environment, and the op-
timization problem presented here learns both the proba-
bility that the CR user will have enough energy to transmit
and the reward brought by each action taken in a given state.
With the increase in the system run, the critic component of
the proposed scheme is able to calculate and thus to limit the
temporal di�erence. On the basis of the temporal di�erence,
the policy parameters are optimized. As many times as the
proposed scheme is invoked, there is the same number of
updates to the temporal di�erence error, and hence, the best
action (given a state) can be selected. When the number of
iterations reaches a certain point, we can see that system
performance reaches a stable position, and despite further
increases in the number of iterations, the performance
improves no more. �us, there is also a limit to performance
improvement in terms of the number of iterations, and
performance improvement beyond that point would need a
new model of energy harvesting or changing the other
system’s parameters and constraints.

In Figure 7, the e�ect of the energy harvesting rate is
shown. �e e�ect is determined by r which is the energy
harvesting rate. �e energy harvesting rate a�ects the har-
vested energy which is given by eh � r(ec + e1r ). �e x-axis in
Figure 7 shows di�erent values of r. �e proposed scheme
closely matches the exhaustive search scheme when the
harvested energy is below a certain limit. �is is because
when there is limited energy available, a transmission cannot
be made, despite having the best information about the
operating environment, and thus, the exhaustive search
scheme cannot outperform the proposed scheme by a big
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Figure 5: Comparison of the probability of false alarm.
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margin. When there is sufficient transmission energy
available and when the energy harvesting rate improves,
there is sufficient energy available for transmission, and thus,
the decision taken on the basis of the exhaustive search
scheme outperforms the solution to the optimization
problem, which does not check all the possible solutions..e
exhaustive search scheme calculates the next possible states
and calculates the actions that can be taken in all future states
and thus can better know the future energy state. .e
proposed scheme, on the other hand, makes a decision on
the basis of the probability of receiving the ACK signal and
on the energy constraint. Because it solves the optimization
problem, rather than visiting all possible states and calcu-
lating the reward brought by each action in every possible
state, the proposed scheme settles for low transmission
energy to satisfy the system’s energy constraints. But despite
not visiting all possible states, the proposed scheme closely
follows the exhaustive search scheme, and under practical
conditions (when information about all possible states is not
available), the proposed scheme based on the actor–critic
algorithm comes across as an acceptable alternative.

As the harvested energy remains low, there is a slight
chance that transmission with higher level of power will be
selected. .us, the performance of both the proposed
scheme and the exhaustive search scheme remains the same
in terms of average throughput despite the exhaustive search
scheme visiting more states as ultimately the transmission is
carried out with low transmission power. But as the har-
vested energy increases, the exhaustive search scheme
performs better because it can predict well the future state of
energy, and so transmission with higher level of power can
be carried out. On the other hand, because of having inexact
knowledge of the energy harvesting process and thus the
future state of the remaining energy, the proposed scheme
opts to transmit with low level of transmission power be-
cause of the constrain given in (6). .us, the exhaustive
search scheme gives better average throughput than the
proposed scheme when the energy harvesting rate increases.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a joint sensing and transmission framework
was considered. .e transition probabilities from one state
to another and the set of available actions are determined
from the sensing result and the amount of residual energy.
.is allows for a robust framework where the CRN ensures
there is energy available for future time slots while achieving
throughput in the current slot. .e actor–critic algorithm is
formulated to decide the next state and the amount of
transmission energy, if there is a transmission. .e value
function takes care to come up with an optimal policy, which
associates an optimal action with each state. After the
training is complete, there is an optimal policy function as
the environment is learned through the interplay of the actor
and critic functions..e proposed scheme avoids computing
all the state and action space and rather finds an action
which optimizes the reward in a given state. .e optimal
policy is updated in each time slot, and the critic acts to
reduce the deviation from the optimal path. .e proposed

scheme which is based on reinforcement learning-based
actor–critic algorithm is less computationally expensive and
less exhaustive while solves the optimization problem to find
the optimal action in a given state. .e simulation results
show that the proposed scheme closely follows the ex-
haustive search scheme despite having less computations
and solving an optimal solution.
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